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GRAPHICAL SOLUTION

.OF

HYDRAULIC PROBLEMS,

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

IT is not the purpose of this book to discuss the laws

governing the flow of water, the hydraulic experiments

that have been made, or the formulas derived from them.

The object of the book, as conceived by the author, is

to provide a convenient instrument or tool for the prac-

tising engineer (who is already familiar with hydraulic

laws and formulas) with which he can solve quickly

and correctly the commonly occurring hydraulic prob-

lems by means of diagrams and with a minimum of cal-

culation, either mental or written.

The diagrams are constructed upon well-known for-

mulas, using coefficients that are generally accepted as

safe for the conditions to which they are intended to

apply. While it was intended to have the computations

correctly made and carefully checked, no attempt has

been made to secure mathematical refinements, such

being in most cases entirely out of place in hydraulic
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problems. The computations for these diagrams were

made with the slide-rule and logarithmic cross-section

paper.* Such computations are correct to two figures,

and sometimes three or four, and for these problems

this is a greater degree of accuracy than can usually be

secured in all of the data.

In regard to the possibility of obtaining sufficiently

accurate results from the diagrams themselves, this can

be said : That in all problems relating to the flow of

water through short tubes, long pipes, sewers, and chan-

nels, the result can be read from the diagram with a

greater degree of precision than the engineer is warranted

in relying upon in practice. The variations in the com-

mercial sizes of pipes will probably cause greater errors

than those that result from inability to read the diagram

closely. Differences that cannot be estimated in the

surfaces of pipes, sewers, or channels will produce differ-

ences in result beside which any errors from the above

sources will be insignificant. Details of actual construc-

tion, small variations from the design, differences in the

character of surfaces and many other elements, tend to

render a refinement in figures absurd.

Of the subjects relating to the flow of water treated

in this book, it is possible that in weirs alone a few cases

will arise where the diagrams will not give results suffi-

ciently close
;
but such cases are only those in which the

weir has been constructed in perfect conformity with

the conditions from which the formulas were derived.f

* The paper used was that designed by Mr. John R. Freeman.

M. Am. Soc. C. E., with four complete squares of lo-inch base on

one sheet.

f Weirs are excepted from the general statement because the

conditions of their construction are more under the control of the

engineer than those of the other classes.
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There are, however, probably few weirs used for ordinary

purposes that are so constructed in every detail. If the

diagrams are based upon proper formulas, the computa-
tions correctly made, and the drawing carefully done,

results can be read from them with sufficient precision

for all practical purposes.

The diagrams are offered to the profession in the hope
that they may prove useful, as similar ones have been a

valuable aid to the author for several years. Any of the

usually occurring hydraulic problems can be solved by

them, either in field or office, with no other tables, for-

mulas, or information than those contained in this book,

and in nearly every case without the use of pencil or

paper.



CHAPTER II.

UNITS AND SYMBOLS.

IN choosing the units to be used, preference is given

to those in most general use.

Measures of quantity of water are always given in

U. S. gallons per minute. Whenever possible, a second

scale gives cubic feet per second.

Table No. i, page 60, gives equivalents of U. S. gal-

lons per minute.

All linear dimensions are given in feet and decimals,

except in the case of diameters of pipes, which are given

in inches.

SYMBOLS.

The following characters will always have the meaning
here assigned, unless otherwise stated :

a = area in square feet
;

_ j
coefficient in weir formula,

( coefficient in Chezy formula
;

D = diameter in feet
;

D' = depth of water in channels in feet
;

d = diameter in inches
;

g = acceleration of gravity ;

h = head in feed for pipes and weirs
;

/ = length in feet of pipes and weirs
;
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n Kutter's coefficient for character of surface of

pipes and channels
;

p = wetted perimeter in feet
;

Q = cubic feet of water per second
;

q = U. S. gallons of water per minute ;

R = radius =
;

r = hydraulic mean radius of channels and pipes = ;

for circular pipes running full r =
;

s = hydraulic slope for pipes and channels =
;

v = mean velocity in feet per second
;

for circular pipes running full v =

W'= width of channels.

Effective head and loss of head by friction in long

pipes is given on diagrams as
"
friction-head in feet."



CHAPTER III.

FLOW OF WATER IN PIPES.

PROBLEMS connected with the flow of water in pipes

are of constant occurrence in the practice of the hy-

draulic engineer.

They may be divided into three general classes :

(I) The size (Z>), length (/), and head (ti) being given

to find the quantity (Q) or discharge.

(II) The size, length, and quantity being given to find

the required head or loss by friction.

(III) The quantity, head, and length of pipe line

being given to find the size of pipe required.

There are many formulas, based upon numerous ex-

periments, in use for the solution of these problems.

Without discussing the respective merits of these, it may
be said that the Chezy formula is used as the basis of

computation for the diagrams relating to this subject.

This formula was selected on account of its simplicity*

and because it seemed possible with a varying coefficient

to meet the conditions of different diameters of the pipes

and of varying velocities more nearly than by any other

form. This formula is expressed as follows :

I. v = frs *
;
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With these three forms of the equation, the value of

either factor of the problem can be found when the other

two are given.

Note. When r is known, the diameter of a circular

pipe running full can be obtained by multiplying r. by 4.

The values of the coefficient c used in these diagrams

are those given by Hamilton Smith, Jr., in his work on

Hydraulics. These values seem to have been derived

with great care from the most reliable hydraulic experi-

ments. The reader is referred to the above-named book

for further information on this subject.* These values

of c are given graphically on diagram No. 30. The full

curves are copied from Smith's Hydraulics ;
the dotted

curves are interpolated by the author.

Although the Chezy formula is very simple, there is

this practical difficulty in using it in the calculation of

individual problems, in the second form in which it is

given, i.e., v = c(rs)* : that c cannot be taken correctly

until v is known, and an approximation must first be

made by taking a value of c according to some assumed

or estimated value of v. One or two approximations
will generally bring the result. This objection to the

formula does not hold, however, in constructing dia-

grams, as the first form, or s =
, or, reduced to the

simpler expression, s = -
f-J

is the one best adapted for

such computations.

ACCURACY OF FORMULAS FOR THE FLOW OF
WATER IN PIPES.

It should be borne in mind that, while it is desirable

that formulas should give with accuracy values for cer-

* "
Hydraulics," by Hamilton Smith, Jr. (John Wiley & Sons).
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tain given conditions of pipes, exactly these conditions

rarely exist in practice. Therefore too much weight

must not be given to mathematical refinements in ordi-

nary practice, however desirable these refinements are in

experimentation. When, for instance, the value of the

coefficient c is in the vicinity of 100, a variation in the

coefficient in several formulas of 4 or 5 should not be

considered as invalidating either for practical purposes,

as perhaps the difference in the commercial sizes of pipes

of the same nominal diameter will cause a greater vari-

ation. Differences in the interior surfaces of the pipes,

that with our present knowledge are impossible of exact

estimation, will produce a greater variation than that

caused by such differences of the coefficient. Therefore,

while it is desirable to use the best formula for clean,

straight pipes as a basis, a sufficient margin should be

allowed for these differences of condition. The subject

of the effect of the age of pipe lines is discussed else-

where in this chapter.

EXPLANATION OF DIAGRAMS.

SMALL PIPES.

The diagrams for the flow of water in small pipes

(those from three eighths of an inch to three inches in

diameter) are constructed for a length of 100 feet. Re-

sults for other lengths can be taken proportionately.

These sizes are plotted upon one sheet, diagram No. i.

The diameter of the pipes is given by curves originat-

ing at the upper left-hand corner, the discharge in gal-

lons per minute by a vertical scale on the right of sheet,

the velocity by dotted curves, and the loss of head from

friction by a horizontal scale at the top of the sheet.
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Examples of Use.

CASE I. Size, length, and discharge given to find head.

Example: What is the loss of head in a i-inch pipe

75 ft. long, delivering 16 gallons per minute ?

On diagram No. i, at the intersection of the line repre-

senting 16 gallons of water with the curve representing

i-inch pipe, find the friction in feet, viz
,
22 ft.; this is

in a length of 100 ft.; therefore 22 X =
16.5 ft., the

required answer.

CASE II. Size, length, and head given to find discharge.

Example: What is the capacity of a 2-inch pipe 350 ft.

long with effective head of 40 feet ?

To use this diagram the length must be reduced to 100

ft., and the head in like ratio
;
thus 40 X =11.4 per

35

100 feet in length.

At intersection of 11.4 friction-head and 2-inch curve

find capacity in gallons = 70 gallons per minute, flowing

with velocity of 7 ft. per second.

CASE III. Length, head, and discharge given to find

size.

Example: What is the size of pipe necessary to dis-

charge 175 gallons per minute through 500 ft. in length

with a head of 80 ft. ?

80 X = 16 ft. per 100 ft. in length. The intersec-

500
tion of 175 gallons and 16 feet head is between curves of

z\ and 3 inches diameter, and of the usual sizes, the latter

must be used.
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LARGE PIPES.

For pipes larger than 3 inches in diameter there is a

diagram for each size. The size is given in the upper

right-hand corner of diagram-sheet. On these diagrams

the length of pipe is given by a vertical scale on the right-

hand side ;
the friction-head by a horizontal scale on top

and bottom of sheet ;
the quantity in gallons per minute

by oblique lines radiating from a common origin at the

upper left-hand corner. Cubic feet per second are not

given on these diagrams, but may be taken from the

Table No. i of equivalents of U. S. gallons per minute

on page 60. The velocity in feet per second is given by
a heavy broken line parallel with the oblique line of

quantity. These diagrams are more convenient than

those for small pipes, because the solution of all problems

within a wide range can be read from them directly for

the proper length without multiplication or division.

Examples of Use.

CASE I. Size, length, and effective head given to find

discharge.

Example: What is the discharge of a 1 4-inch conduit-

line 7500 ft. long with an effective head of 30 ft.?

Ans. 1860 gallons per minute; velocity 3.9 ft. per sec-

ond. (From diagram No. 7 for 14-inch pipe.)

CASE II. Size and length of pipe and discharge given
to find loss of head or friction.

Example: What is the loss of head in 5500 ft. of 12-

inch pipe delivering uoo gallons per minute?

The answer will be found at intersection of lines repre-

senting 1 100 gallons and 5500 ft. of pipe on diagram No.

6 for i2-inch pipe. It is 18,2 ft. head. The velocity is

3.1 ft. per second.
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CASE III. Length, head, and required discharge given

to find size of pipe.

Example: What is the size of pipe necessary to dis-

charge 2500 gallons per minute through 7500 ft. of pipe

with 30 ft. head ?

The diagrams show that a 1 4-inch pipe will discharge
1860 gallons, and a i6-inch pipe will discharge 2675 gal-

lons; and of the usual commercial sizes, the latter is the

one that must be used.

These diagrams cover in their range nearly all of the

problems met in practice. If the solution of problems
that do not come within their limits is desired, it can be

found indirectly as follows.

Problems Outside of Limits of Diagrams.

When the length of line is greater than that given on the

diagram.

CASE IV. Size, length, and discharge given to find the

friction-head.

Divide the given length by some number that will give

a quotient within limits of the diagram; find head for

this length, and multiply by the number used to divide

length.

Example: What is the friction-head in 12,000 ft. of 12-

inch pumping main, with a delivery of 1000 gallons per

minute, or velocity = 2.85 ?

12,000
~- 2 = 6000; friction in 6000 ft. = 16.7 ft.;

16.7 X 2 33.4 feet head.

CASE V. Size, length, and head given to find discharge.

Divide both length and head by the same number,
and find discharge for the quotient, which will be the

answer.
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Example: What is the discharge through 15,000 ft. of

lo-inch pipe with head of 50 ft.?

15,000 -j- 2 = 7500 ft.; 50 -h 2 = 25 ft. head; discharge

from diagram for 25 ft. head through 7500 ft. of pipe
= 680 gallons; v 2.8.

When the length given is less than that for which it is

convenient to read results on the diagram.

CASE VI. Size, length, and discharge given to find

head.

Multiply length by any convenient number, and divide

the resultant head by same number.

Example: What is the loss of head in 36-inch penstock

400 ft. long, discharging 25 cu. ft. per second or 11,200

gallons per minute ?

400 X ioo = 40,000 ft.; 11,200 gallons through 40,000

ft. of 36-inch pipe = 39.2 ft. head; 39.2 -5- ioo = 0.392

head.

CASE VII. Size, length, and head given to find dis-

charge.

Multiply both head and length by any convenient

number, and find discharge corresponding to the prod-

ucts.

Example: What is the discharge of a 3o-inch pipe 200

ft. long with an effective head of 0.4 ft.?

200 X ioo = 20,000 ft. long; 0.4 X ioo = 40 ft. head;

the discharge of 3o-inch pipe through 20,000 ft. with 40
ft. head = 10,000 gallons; vel. = 4.5.

Note. The entry and velocity heads in the last two

examples, an important element, should be considered in

all cases of comparatively short lines. This subject is

treated in the next chapter.
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Where the discharge or head is greater than that given

on diagram.

CASE VIII. Size, length, and discharge given to find

head.

Divide the given discharge by any number that will

bring it within the limits of the diagram. Multiply the

friction due to the quotient by the n/6 power of the

number used.*

A table of n/6 and 6/n powers is given on page

65-

Example: What is the loss of head in 500 ft. of 6-inch

pipe discharging 1500 gallons per minute?

1500 -r- 2 = 750; 750 gallons through 500 ft. of 6-

inch pipe = 24 ft. head; 24 X (2
11/6 =

3.56)
= 85.5 ft.,

answer.

CASE IX. Size, length, and head given to find dis-

charge.

Divide the given head by the u/6 power* of any
number that will bring head within limits of diagram.

On given length find discharge due to this quotient;

multiply this discharge by the number taken.

*
Although the exponent of the formula v = c(rs$ is of the

second power, the variation in the coefficient c renders the results

practically identical with those of a formula of the n/6th power in

which c is constant for all velocities.

The reader is referred to a paper in the Journal of Associated

Engineering Societies for June, 1894, by Mr. W. E. Foss, in which

he shows that a formula of the n/6th power is in practical accord-

ance with the results of experiments. He proposes such a formula

for the flow of water in pipes and channels which is very simple,

and, with the tables given in the paper, renders the computation of

such problems much less tedious than by most formulas in use.

See page 22 for remarks on the use of the second power instead

of the n/6th.
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Example: What is the discharge through 2000 ft. of

8-inch pipe with effective head of 125 ft.?

125 -T- (2
II/6 = 3.56)

= 35.1; discharge due to 35.1 ft.

head = 925 gallons X 2 = 1850 gallons per minute.

Where the discharge or the head is less than can be

easily read from the diagram.

iL X. Size, length, and discharge given to find head.

Multiply the given discharge by a number that will

give a product large enough to be easily read from the

diagram; divide the head obtained by the n/6 power
of that number.

Example: What is the head in a i6-inch pipe 5000 ft.

long, delivering 100 gallons per minute ?

100 X 10 = 1000; head for 1000 gallons= 3.4ft; 3.4

-f. jo11/ =0.05 ft.

CASE XI. Size, length, and head given to find dis-

charge.

Multiply the given head by the n/6 power of some

number; divide the discharge due to the product by the

number.

Example: What is the discharge of a i6-inch pipe

6500 ft. long with a head of .25 ft.?

0.25 X ioII/6 = 17; discharge due to head of 17 ft.

= 2120; 2120 -5- 10 = 212 gallons per minute.

COMPOUND MAINS.

A compound main is a single line of pipe which is not

of uniform diameter for its entire length. It is com-

posed of two or more sizes in one line.

The friction in such a main can easily be computed
when the discharge is given.
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To find the discharge when the total head is given is

more difficult.

The finding of both the friction and discharge is much
facilitated by the use of these diagrams.

CASE I. Size, length, and discharge given to find head.

Find head for each size separately, and add results for

total head.

Example: What is the head in a compound main com-

posed of 3000 ft. of i2-inch pipe and 7000 ft. of 16-

inch, delivering 1500 gallons per minute?

Head in 3000 ft. of 1 2-inch pipe = 17.4 ft.

" "
7000

" "
1 6-

" " =
9.6

"

Total head, 27.0
"

Ans.

CASE II. Size, length, and head given to find discharge.

Assume some quantity for the discharge; find the head

due to such discharge in the given line, %the same as in

Case I. Divide the correct head by this head, and

multiply the assumed discharge by the 6/n power of the

quotient.

Example i: What is the discharge of a compound
main of 4500 ft. of lo-inch pipe and 7000 ft. of i6-inch

pipe with a total effective head of 40 ft.?

Assume a discharge of 1000 gallons.

Head in 4500 ft. of lo-inch pipe = 30.2 ft.

" "
7000

" "
16

" " = 4.6
"

Total, 34.8
'

\6/n
-) = 1000

correct discharge.

^O N6/II

Then 1000 X ( ~ 1
= 1000 X 1.075 = IO 75 gallons,
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Check on above calculation :

1075 gals, in 4500 ft. of lo-inch pipe = 34.7 ft. head.
" "

7000
" "

16-
" " =

5.3
" "

Total, 40.0
" "

Example 2: What is the discharge of a compound
main of 10,000 ft. of i6-inch, 6000 ft. of 1 2-inch, and

2000 ft. of lo-inch pipe with total head of 50 ft.?

Assume discharge of 1500 gallons per minute.

Head in 10,000 ft. of i6-inch = 13.8
" "

6,000
" "

12
"

=34-9 [VIII, page 13.
" "

2,000"
"

10
" = 28. i, by method of Case

Total head for assumed discharge, 76. 8

/ c \ 6/"
Then 1500 X Hrs) = Il84 gallons, correct dis-

charge.
*

COMPLEX MAINS.

The problems involved in the flow of water in complex

mains, or a system of mains in which the water flows to

the point of discharge through two or more lines of pipe

of different sizes and lengths, are of great importance
in practice and should receive careful attention. Owing
to the immense amount of work required to solve them

by the ordinary methods, they are undoubtedly left un-

solved in many cases.

These problems arise in nearly all cases where an

efficient fire system is to be designed for a town or city,

or where the efficiency of one already constructed is to

be ascertained. A valuable and suggestive paper on

this subject was read by Mr. John R. Freeman, M. Am.
Soc. C. E., before the New England Water-works Asso-
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ciation, and published in the Journal of that Association,

Vol. VII.

The diagrams for the flow of water in long pipes pro-

vide a ready means of solving such problems, and the

following examples are given of their use.

CASE I. System of piping and discharge given to find

head.

Example : With reservoir at A and arrangement of

piping as shown in Fig. i, what will be the loss of head

with a draft of 1000 gallons per minute at C?

First, find head in single line AB = 7 ft.

The flow will divide at B, part of it going through BC
and the remainder through BEDC.

It is self-evident that the total friction or loss of head

must be the same in one line as in the other, or the flow

from the two lines would meet at C under different pres-

sures, which is impossible.

Assume a loss of head for these lines, and on the dia-

grams find the discharge due to this assumed head.

Thus assume 20 ft. head; then

discharge in BC, 2000 ft. of 10 in. = 1240 gals.
" " BEDC, 4000

" "
8

" = 470
"

Total discharge for both lines, 1710
"

Divide the given discharge by the discharge of the as-

sumed head, and multiply the n/6 power of the quotient

by the assumed head, and the product will be the true

head.
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X 20 = 0.37 X 20 = 7.4, true head.
/loooN 11/6

\i7ioj

Add head in AB = 7

Total loss of head, 14.4 for 1000 gals.

(a) If, instead of assuming 20 ft. head, 8 ft. head had
been assumed, then

discharge in BC = 755 gals.

Total assumed discharge, 1035
"

1/6

x8 =7 '50feet -

Add head in AB =
7

Total loss of head, 14.50
"

Note. The slight variation in the results of the two

examples are due to slight errors in reading diagrams.

(b) After the correct head for one rate of discharge is

obtained, it is very easy to find it for any other by the

following formula :

/required discharge y/6 (
hea<

?
f r

,

re'

r. r
-5~ X known head = < quired dis-

V known discharge /
| charge.

Thus when draft of 1000 gallons through a given sys-

tem of pipes causes a loss of head of 14.50 ft. as above,

othe~ drafts would be as follows :

/5oo V I/6- X 14.50= 4.06 ft.

iooo/

/I 200V 1 /6

X 14.50 = 20.3
"

\iooo/

\ II/6

X 14.50 = 30.6
"

^
Viooo/
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CASE II. System of piping and head given to find dis-

charge.

Example: With same arrangement of piping as in Case

I, what will be the discharge with total head of 30 ft.?

First assume the head in the lines BC and BEDC
;

thus assume 15 ft.

BC = 2000 ft. of 10 in., discharge = 1060 gals.

BEDC = 4000
" "

8 ",
" = 400

"

Total discharge with 15 ft. head, 1460
"

The loss of head in line AB, or 2500 ft. of 12 in.,

due to a discharge of 1460 gallons = 13.9 ft.

Add head in BC and BEDC =15
"

Total assumed head, 28.9
"

To find the discharge due to the given head use fol-

lowing formula:

l,

given head \ 6/" j j- i (true dis-
-r-r 3 X assumed discharge = j

.

ssumed head/ ( charge.

\ 6/I1

X 1460 =: 1.02 X 1460 = 1488 gallons,
'^28. 9'

the true discharge for 30 ft. head.

The most complex problems can be solved by the

application of the foregoing principles.

Where there are a number of mains, with cross-mains

between, it will of course require the exercise of thought
and judgment to decide which lines are effective and how

they should be classified. The experienced engineer can

usually make a very close approximation in such cases

without going into the detail of every line, and thus avoid

much tedious work.
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The following case is given as an illustration of a pos-

sible treatment of a rather intricate problem.

With the above arrangement of piping and reservoirs

at A, what will be the loss of head caused by a draft of

ten i-inch* hydrant streams or 2000 gallons per minute

from hydrants on line CD ?

As the hydrants will be fed both ways through short

lines, the friction in line CD can safely be ignored,

although if the location of the hydrants were fixed it

could be computed.
The cross-lines Bo, woe, yz can also be ignored. The

slight effect that they would have would be on the safe

side.

Assume the loss of head in lines BC, BE, and BmF\
it will be the same in the three.f One of these lines,

BmF, is a compound main, and the discharge will be

assumed here to start with. Assume 200 gallons; then

in line Bm, 2000' of 6", head 8.6 feet
" "

mF, 3000'
"

8",
" =

3.2
"

Total, 1 1.8
"

* See Table No. 12 for definition of fire-steam.

f This would only be true in case the pressure in the line CEF
was the same at all points ;

it is assumed here that it is practi-

cally so.
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Therefore the discharge with assumed head of n.8

feet will be :

in line BC, 5000' of 10", = 562 gals.
" "

BE, 4000'
"

8", - 353
"

" " BmF = 200 "

Total discharge through BC,

BE, and BmF, 1115
"

Loss of head in AB due to flow of 1115 gallons :

1115 gallons through 2000' of 12", = 6.8 ft.

Add for BC, BE, and BmF, 1 1.8
"

Total head for assumed discharge

in system ABCF, 18.6
"

It is evident that the loss of head in line APD must

be equal to that in ABCF. As APD is a compound
pipe, assume flow to be 1000 gallons. The head due to

this flow is as follows :

In AP, 1500' of 12", 4.2 head
"
PD, 6000' "

14", 7.8
"

Total, 12
"

Then discharge due to 18.6 feet, or head in ABCF, is

/i8.6W
I I X 1000 = 1270 gallons per minute.

Therefore total discharge with loss of head of 18.6

ft. is :

In system ABCF, 1115 gallons per minute
"

'

" APD, 1270
"

Total, 2385
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Finally, to find loss of head due to the required dis-

charge of 2000 gallons per minute, use the formula

/required discharge V 1 /6

, ,. , X assumed loss of head
;

Vassumed discharge/discharge

or

/2000V 1/6

X 18.6 = .728 X 18.6 = 13.50 ft. head, ans.

If it were desired to find loss of head due to a draft

of ten i-J-inch fire-streams or 2500 gallons per minute,

or any other quantity, use the same formula.

If the discharge for a given loss of head is required in

the above system, use the formula

/ given head W" .
[ required

. r -H X assumed discharge = < ,.

\assumed head / ( discharge.

In the above case, suppose that a head of but 15 feet

were available, or that it were not desirable to allow of a

greater loss of head
;
then

(iĉ

6/"
X 2385 = .86 X 2385 = 2050 gallons,

the discharge for a loss of head of 15 ft.

Note. In all of the cases given in this chapter the

2d power instead of the n/6, and the 1/2 power instead

of the 6/1 1, could be used
;
and if the assumed quanti-

ties closely approximated the real ones, the difference in

results would be very small. The following table shows

the difference in a few cases.

When the friction caused by a draft of 1000 gals, is

14.50 :
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Gals. Head by n/6 power. Head by 2d power.
1000 14-5 J 4-5

500 4-06 3.62

1200 20.30 21.00

1500 30.60 32.60

2000 51-60 58.00

When a head of 10 feet would cause a discharge of

1000 gallons, the difference for different heads is shown

by the following table :

Head. Discharge by 6/n power. Discharge by 1/2 power.
10 1000 1000

5 68S 707

12 noo I095

15 1245 1225

20 1458 1415

The advantage of using the 2d power instead of the

1 1/6 is that the formula can be computed on the slide-

rule with one setting, which would be as follows :

For formula

/required discharge \
a

,
rr-. : X assumed head = true head

Vassumed discharge /

set assumed discharge on lower slide over required dis-

charge on lower scale, and over assumed head on upper
slide read true head on upper scale.

For formula

/ given head V/2
j- *_X assumed discharge= true discharge

\assumed head/

set assumed head on upper slide under given head on

upper scale, and under assumed discharge on lower slide

find the true discharge on lower scale,
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OLD OR TUBERCULATED PIPE-LINES.

It is now generally recognized that the loss of head

caused by the friction in pipes increases with the age of

the pipes. There is, however, no generally accepted
formula that takes into account the factor of age.*

Kutter gives a variable coefficient n for roughness of

the sides of channels. In old pipe-lines there are gen-

erally no data relating to the condition of these sur-

faces, and the age of the line is the only easily deter-

mined element. While this is not so satisfactory as the

known condition of the pipes in question would be,

which is affected by the character of the water and of

the coating as well as by the age of the line, there are

no other data relating to this condition given in the

recorded experiments upon old pipes. It is desirable to

have some ready means of approximately estimating the

effect of age upon pipe-lines, as the formulas given for

clean pipe cannot be safely used for old lines without

correction. Although good judgment should always be

used, some mathematical assistance is needed.

COEFFICIENTS OF LOSS OF HEAD.

Wishing to provide some systematic means of correct-

ing the results given by the diagrams for clean pipes, so

that they may be safely used for old lines, the author

made a study of all the experiments upon old pipes that

were available to him. As might be expected, the

results of these are conflicting and do not furnish a

satisfactory basis for a mathematical formula.

* Since the above was written a valuable book by Edmund B.

Weston,
" The Friction of Water in Pipes

"
(D. Van Nostrand Co ),

giving the friction caused by the flow of water in pipes, has been

published, which gives coefficients for friction in old lines.
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The graphical method seemed to be the most satisfac-

tory one for arriving at some conclusion. Accordingly,
the results of the experiments expressed as a percentage
of the excess of loss of head by friction over the loss

under the same condition in new pipes, as computed by
the formula adopted in this book, was plotted as shown

on diagram A, using the horizontal scale for the percent-

age of excess of friction, and the vertical scale for the

velocity of flow in feet per second. The result of each

experiment of a series is represented by a small circle,

and all results of a series are connected by a broken

line. By graphical comparison, curves * that seemed to

the author to represent the average results of the ex-

periments were drawn for different ages of pipe. It may
be seen that with a few exceptions the general direction

of the broken lines is inclined from the lower left- to the

upper right-hand corner. This indicates that the per-

centage of increase of friction for any age of pipe is not

constant, but increases with the increase in velocity.

The rate of this increase (or the inclination of the

broken lines) differs greatly in the experiments. The
full lines drawn to represent this are inclined in the

ratio of one horizontal to two vertical, and represent an

increase in the percentage which varies with the square
root of the increase in velocity.

This rate almost coincides with that of one of the

most carefully made experiments, viz., that upon a 48-

inch pipe by Mr. Desmond Fitz-Gerald. It is also an

approximate average of all the experiments.

It is indicated by the experimental results that the

excess of friction is greater in small pipes than in large

* As the base of the diagram is logarithmic, these curves are

straight lines.
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ones, other conditions being the same. There are not

sufficient data to make any classification based upon size.

In giving the value to the different ages, an endeavor

was made to use the approximate average for all sizes.

The curve for fifteen years nearly coincides with the

above-named experiment on a 48-inch pipe eighteen

years old.

Table No. 4, giving coefficients by which to multiply

the friction loss in new, clean pipe, was compiled from

diagram A by adding the percentage of excess of friction-

loss, as shown by the curves for several ages of pipe, to

unity.

For example, the excess of head in a pipe ten years

old with a velocity of flow of 2 ft. per second is 30 per

cent; adding this to TOO per cent (the friction-loss in

clean pipe) makes 130 per cent, or written as a coeffi-

cient, 1.30.

COEFFICIENTS OF DISCHARGE.

Diagram B was designed as a means of deriving

coefficients of velocity or discharge from diagram A.

This is also constructed upon a logarithmic base. The
horizontal scale represents the loss of head by friction

;

the vertical scale, velocity in feet per second. Line

CD represents the friction in new, clean pipe when a

velocity of one foot causes a loss of head of one foot

(it is immaterial what value is given to the loss of head

caused by a velocity of one foot) as calculated by the

formula used in this book. Lines CD', C"Z>", etc.,

represent the friction in pipes of different ages. The

small circles through which these lines are drawn were

obtained by multiplying the loss of head given at the

intersection of CD with line of velocity upon which
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the circles are plotted, by the proper coefficient frorh

diagram A. For example, on velocity = 2 the loss of

head given at CD is 3.56 ft.; this X (14 per cent from

diagram A at v = 2 and age 5 years -f- unity = coef.

1.14)
= 4.06 ft., the loss of head in pipes five years old

with v = 2.

The coefficients of discharge are derived as follows:

On vertical lines EF drawn through the intersection of

velocity lines with CD, find the velocity at the inter-

section of CD', C"D",etc. t
as for example: On vertical

EF drawn through intersection of v = 3 with CD find

the velocity at C"D" =
2.55. This is the velocity in a

pipe ten years old under the conditions and with the

head that produces a velocity of 3 ft. in new pipes.

Then = 0.85 = coefficient of discharge in a pipe ten

years old. The coefficients in Table No. 5 were derived

in this manner. The velocities in the first column are

those that would be produced in new, clean pipes under

the conditions of the problem, as given by the diagrams
for flow of water in clean pipe.

It is not claimed that there is mathematical exactness

in these coefficients as applied to any particular case.

It is hoped that they represent an approximate average
of the results of recorded experiments, and may, when

intelligently used, be of some assistance in the solution

of problems relating to old lines.

Following is a list of the experiments the results of

which were used, with references to the sources from

which they are taken.
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Note. All experiments were upon cast-iron pipe.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS UPON A PIPE-LINE EIGHT
YEARS OLD AT RANDOLPH, MASS.

A 2,7do ft. 14" Pipe.
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Examples of Use of Tables Nos. 4 and 5.

CASE I. When the discharge is given and the head re-

quired in an old line.

Example : What is the friction-head in a 20-inch pipe

line 10,000 ft. long, 15 years old, with a discharge of

2000 gallons per minute ?

Find velocity and friction-head for clean pipe from

diagram No. 10: V = 2; friction-head = 7.6. On Table

No. 4 find opposite V = 2 and under 15 years :he co-

efficient = 1.47; then 7.6 X 1.47 = 1 1. 2 feet-head.

(a) What is the head in the above example with a dis-

charge of 5500 gallons per minute ?

Friction-head for clean pipes from diagram 10 = 49.5;

V = 5.6 ft., coefficient fiom Table No. 4 = 1.80; 49.5

X i.80 = 89 ft.-head.

CASE II. When the head is given and the discharge

required.

Example : What is the discharge of a lo-inch pipe-line

one mile long, 20 years old, with head of 40 feet ?

From diagram No. 5 find discharge 1070 gallons;

v 4.4. On Table No. 5, opposite V = 4 to 5, and

under 20 years, find coefficient 0.72; then 1070 X 0.72 =
.770 gallons.

For compound and complex mains use the same meth-

ods, taking an approximate average of the velocities in

the different sizes.

As an approximate method and for preliminary work

the coefficients for an age of 20 years and velocity of

3 feet per second may be memorized and used. They
are 1.80 for loss of head and 0.75 for discharge.

An age of 20 years and velocity of 3 feet are very close

approximations to the values used in ordinary practice.
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Note. Nothing has been said in this chapter about

the loss of head caused by bends, branches, and gates in

pipe-lines. The author is of the opinion that in lines of

new pipes with the ordinary velocities the friction loss

as given on the diagrams will include all loss of head in

clean-coated pipe-lines as usually laid.* The coefficients

for old lines are intended to apply to lines of pipes with

the usual special castings and gates.

In designing all engineering works it is customary to

use a factor of safety. There should be no exception to

this custom in the design of pipe lines or systems. It

cannot be considered good practice to design a line that

will according to the formula used discharge exactly the

required amount of water. For instance, if it is abso-

lutely necessary that a line shall discharge ten million

gallons of water per day, safety would require that a di-

ameter be chosen which, when computing the discharge
as carefully as possible, will deliver at least eleven mil-

lions per day, or an increase of 10 per cent. This is a

small factor of safety as compared with that used in other

branches of engineering.

It is generally the case that the amount supposed to

be required is only an approximate estimate of that actu-

ally required. In such, as in all cases, the engineer must

use his judgment gained from study and experience.

No formula, table, or diagram, however correct within

their limitations, can alone assure successful design.

They are but useful tools for the skilful workman.

Note. For sizes of pipes not given on diagram, take

area and value of r from table No. 7 and find solution

on diagram No. 25 for channels, using n = .on.

* See paper on Friction in Several Pumping-mains in the Journal
of the N. E. W. W. Assoc., vol. x, No. 4.



CHAPTER IV.

FLOW OF WATER THROUGH SHORT TUBES.

THE flow of water through short tubes is treated in this

book on account of its relation to the entry-head of long

pipes. By a short tube is understood a pipe that has a

length equal to about three times its diameter. The loss

of head caused by the flow of water through short tubes

includes the loss due to friction at entrance and the head

required to generate velocity, and will be designated sim-

ply as entry-head hereafter in this book. This loss is

constant in any given pipe for any given velocity without

regard to the length of the pipe-line. Consequently it

must be determined separately from the loss of head

caused by friction in a long pipe which is in direct pro-

portion to its length.

In very long pipe-lines the entry-head is an insignificant

element in the problem, but in comparatively short lines,

with high velocities, it is an important factor, and should

not be ignored.

The diagrams for entry-head are constructed from the

formula
a

v = o(2gh)*, or h =

with the following value for o as given in Hamilton

Smith's Hydraulics:
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Circular pipes:

Mouth flush with side of reservoir 0.825
"

projecting into reservoir, with square
ends -7 I 5

Bell-shaped mouthpiece, small velocities 0.950

large velocities '995

2g was taken as 64.36.

There are two diagrams on this subject:

No. i for pipe from 4 to 20 inches in diameter
;

No, 2
" " "

20 " 60 "

The diameter of the pipe is shown by a curve from the

upper left-hand corner; the loss of head in feet by hori-

zontal scales; the one at the top of the diagram for pipes

with the mouth flush with the side of the reservoir; that

at the bottom for pipes projecting into the reservoir and

with square ends. These are the types most in use. If

it is required to find the loss for bell-shaped mouth-

pieces, multiply the head for flush pipes, or that given at

the top of the diagram, by 0.75. The scale of gallons per
minute is given on the right-hand side of the diagram,
and the scale of cubic feet per second on the left.

Examples.

CASE I. Diameter of pipe and discharge given, to find

the head.

Example : What is the loss of head in a lo-inch pipe dis-

charging 4500 gallons per minute or 10 cu. ft. per second

when pipe is flush

Ans. (from diagram No. 18, top scale), 7.7 ft.
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(a) What would be the loss of head in the above ex-

ample, if the pipe projected into reservoir ?

Ans. (from lower scale), 10.25 ft.

(b) If the mouth of the pipe were bell-shaped ?

Ans. 7.7 ft. loss for flush pipe X 0.75 = 5.77 ft.

CASE II. Diameter and head given, to find discharge

in a short tube or pipe.

Example : What will be the discharge through a short

tube 12 inches in diameter, flush ends, under head of

4.2 ft.?*

Ans. (using upper scale of diagram No. 18), 4850

gallons per minute.

If the end projects into reservoir, in above exam-

ple, take the head, 4.2 ft. on lower scale, and the dis-

charge will be 4190 gallons per minute.

CASE III. Available head and required discharge given,

to find diameter of pipe. x

Example : What size of pipe is required to discharge
2000 gallons per minute with flush ends and head of

2 ft.?

Using upper scale of diagram No. 18 for head, the

intersection of h = 2 and q = 2000 falls between the

curves of 8 and 10 inch pipes ;
therefore of the usual

commercial sizes a lo-inch pipe would be required.

CASE IV. The diameter of a long pipe-line and its dis-

charge given, to find total loss of head.

Find the loss due to friction in the pipe by the methods

of Chapter III, and add to that amount the loss of head

caused by entry and velocity found on the diagrams for

entry-head, as in Case I : the sum will be the total head.

Example : What is the total loss of head in a pipe-line

* Head is measured from surface of water to centre of pipe,
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14 inches in diameter, 1000 ft. long, flush end, discharg-

ing 4000 gallons per minute ?

The friction loss, taken from diagram No.

7 for flow of water in long pipes, will be. 16.35 ft-

The loss for entry, as shown on diagram
No. 18 for entry-head, will be 1.60

"

Total, 17.95
"

CASE V. The diameter and length of a long pipe and

the available head given, to find discharge.

This problem cannot be solved directly, as the loss of

head caused respectively by the entry and the friction is

not known.

The methods described in Chapter III, Compound
Mains, Case II, may be adopted, and a discharge as-

sumed.

Example: What will be the discharge of a i6-inch

pipe 1000 ft. long, with an effective head of 6 ft., with

flush end?

Assume a discharge of 3000 gallons per minute
;
for

this quantity, by diagrams

No. 8, the friction-head will be 4.95 ft.

No. 18, the entry-head will be 0.5
"

Total, 5.45
"

Then, following method of Chapter III, Case II, of

Compound Main,

( given head )
T/2

,.

\ , -=-5 , ,. r -
[

X assumed discharge
( head due to assumed discharge j

/ 6 \ I/2= true discharge, or ( ) X 3000 = 3150* gallons.
\5'4S /

* See note on page 22.
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The loss of head due to each cause can be taken from

the diagram after true discharge is found. In above ex-

ample, for a discharge of 3150 gallons,

from diagram No. 8, friction-head = 5.40 ft.

" "
entry-head =

.58
"

Total, 5.98
"*

Note. It will be found advantageous in such cases as

the above, where the pipe is comparatively short, to find

the friction for a longer length ;
in this case the friction-

head can be found more closely by finding it for 5000 ft.

instead of 1000, and dividing result by 5.

The diagrams for entry-head are very convenient for

finding loss of head in circular penstocks and other short

pipe-lines. In such cases both the friction and the

entry-head must be considered.

* The entry-head increases as the second power of the increase

of velocity, and when it is as great as the friction-head the second

power will be as correct as the n/6.



CHAPTER V.

RECTANGULAR WEIRS.

THE diagrams for the discharge of weirs are computed
from the well-known Francis' formula, Q = clffl

2
. For

heads above 0.5 ft., c = 3.33.

For heads below .5, c = the values given in the follow-

ing table compiled from the paper of Fteley and Stearns,*

which describes their experiments on low heads:

VALUE OF C FOR LOW HEADS IN Q =

END CONTRACTIONS.

For each end contraction deduct .ih from the length,

or ,2h where there is contraction at both ends.

Note. Hamilton Smith, Jr., gives a tables of values

for the coefficient c in the formula Q = \c(2g)*lh. \

* Published in vol. xu, Transactions of the Am. Soc. Civil

Engineers.

f This formula can be reduced to the form of Francis' formula

by substituting values of c and 2g.

36
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Values are given for weirs both with and without end

contraction.

These coefficients give results slightly different from

those obtained by Francis' formula (from one to three

per cent), and it is probable that in cases where the

weirs are constructed entirely in accordance with the

given conditions that the results may be more accurate

than with a constant coefficient, even where a correction

is made for end contraction, as above.

See
"
Hydraulics," by Hamilton Smith, Jr., for full

discussion of the subject and description of experiments.

Smith says that no weir measurements of water should

be made with h less than 0.2' where accuracy is essential.

EXPLANATION OF WEIR DIAGRAMS.

Very little explanation is necessary for an understand-

ing of these diagrams. They are three in number:

No. i gives lengths from o to 4 ft.

" heads "
o.oi

"
.5

"

discharge
" o

" 800 gals, per min.
" " "

o "
1.77 cu. ft. per sec.

No. 2 gives lengths from o to 8 ft.

" heads "
0.05

"
1.50 ft.

"
discharge

"
o

" 8000 gals, per min.
" " o "

17.7 cu. ft. per sec.

No. 3 gives lengths from o to 16 ft.

"
heads

"
o.i

"
2.5

"*

". discharge
"

o
"

40,000 gals, per min.
"

o
"

89 cu. ft. per sec.

* Caution : It is not safe to rely implicitly upon the results

with heads greater than 2 feet. Mr. Francis considered the limits

of his formula to be from 0.5 to 2 feet.
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The lengths of the weirs are given in feet by a vertical

scale on the side of the diagrams ;
the horizontal scale

at the top gives discharge in gallons per minute
;

the

scale at the bottom in cubic feet per second, and the

oblique lines radiating from the upper left-hand corner

give the head in feet.

Examples.

Example i : What is the discharge of a weir 3 ft. long,

with head of 0.26 ft., with contraction at each end ?

First find corrected length for end contraction, or

3 .2h = 2.948 ft. On diagram No. 22, at the intersec-

tion of lines representing the above values, viz., / = 2.948

and h = 0.26, find discharge = 597 gallons per minute,

or 1.325 cu. ft. per second.

Example 2: In the above example, if the head is 0.45,

what will be the discharge ?

Corrected length = 3 (.2h = .09)
=

2.91 ft.

It will be seen that the intersection of / = 2.91 and

h 0.45 does not fall on diagram No. 22; therefore look

for it on No. 23. It is 1315 gallons per min., or 2.9 cu.

ft. per second.

Diagram No. 23 is on a smaller scale than No. 22,

and if it is desired to determine the discharge more

closely by using No. 22, proceed as follows: Divide the

corrected length by 2 or any convenient number; thus,

2.91 -T- 2 = 1.455; find the discharge for this length

655 gallons; multiply this result by 2, or the number

used to divide length, 655 X 2 = 1310.

On one or other of the three diagrams results for any
head up to 1.40 ft. and any length up to 16 ft. can be

read directly; also any head up to 2 ft. with lengths

under 9.5 ft.
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If it is required to find results where the intersection

of / and h does not fall on the diagram that it is desired

to use, or if the length is greater than that given on any
of the diagrams, advantage can be taken of the principle

that the discharge is proportional to the length, and the

result found as in Example No. 2 (a).

N. B. If there is end contraction, the length must be

corrected for it before dividing.

Example 3: What is the flow over a weir 20 feet long
with contraction at each end and head of 0.2 ft?

Corrected length, 20 (.2/1
= .04) = 19.96 ft.

To find result on diagram No. 22, where the length is

but 4 feet: 19.96 -=- 5
= 3.992 ft. discharge with h =

.2 of 554 gallons per min. Multiply this by the divisor

used, 554 X 5
= 2770 gallons per min., total discharge.

It is often desirable to know how long to construct a

weir in order to discharge a certain maximum quantity
of water and not exceed a certain head.

Example 4: What should be the length of a weir to

discharge 2000 gallons per min., h not to exceed 0.6 ? On
diagram No. 23 at intersection of h = .6 and q = 2000,

find length = 2.96. A weir 3 feet long will meet the re-

quirements, including correction for end contraction.

All problems connected with rectangular weirs can be

solved by these diagrams, and with sufficient accuracy
for all except the most careful work.

CONDITIONS TO WHICH THE DIAGRAMS APPLY.

The conditions of weirs to which the formula and

diagrams apply are as follows:

The crest must be horizontal, the sides vertical, and

the plane of the face of the weir must be approximately
at right angles to the line of flow. The edges of the
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weir must be so thin that the escaping water shall only
come in contact with the up-stream corner edges. For

accurate measurement stiff metallic plates with smooth,

straight edges should be used. For weirs where there is

no end contraction the sides of the canal should be pro-

longed down-stream beyond the crest, but should not ex-

tend below its level, as this would prevent the access of

air under the escaping vein. For full contraction the

water must discharge freely into the air.

The air must be given free entrance under the escaping
vein.

The head should be measured 6 feet up-stream from

the weir upon a stake or fixed point set level with its

crest. For weirs with end contractions the sides of the

weir openings should not be less than twice the maximum
head from the sides of the canal, and the same distance

from the bottom. The length of the weir should not be

less than three times the maximum head. When the

sheet falls on an apron, the latter should be not less than

the total head below the crest. If the discharge falls

into a body of water the latter may be level with the

crest.* The error will not exceed one per cent from this

cause if the weir is submerged to the extent of 15 per

cent of the head on the crest.f

WIDE CRESTS.

It often happens that measurements are made over

weirs with wide crests.

Messrs. Fteley and Stearns made a series of experi-

ments on the flow over wide crests, which are described

* Smith says that if air is admitted freely behind the falling

sheet the surface of water may be nearly to level of crest.

f See "Submerged Weirs" in the paper of Fteley and Stearns

referred to above.
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in the paper already referred to. As the result of their

work they give a table of corrections to be applied to the

depth or head on a wide crest in order to obtain the

depth on a sharp crest which will pass the same quantity

of water. The results of their table as worked out are

given in the form of a percentage of the discharge over a

thin-plate weir on diagram No. 21. To use this diagram
take the discharge due to the measured head from the

diagrams for thin crests in the usual manner, and multi-

ply it by the percentage given on diagram No. 21 for

given width of crest and head.

Example : What is the discharge of a weir 5 ft. long,

without end contraction, and with head of 0.55 over a

crest 6 inches wide ?

The discharge from the diagram No. 23 for this crest

35 gallons per minute. Multiply this by the per-

centage from diagram No. 21 for 6-inch crest with head

of 0.55 ft. or 3050 X 0.90 = 2745 gallons per minute.

The diagram gives crests from 2 to 24 inches wide,

and also gives the proper percentage for overflows of the

type of the Lawrence dam worked out from Mr. James
B. Francis' formula for that type, Q = 3.0 ^oS//*

1^3
.

This dam is 3 ft. wide on top, with a slope on the up-
stream side of about 3 horizontal to i vertical.

VELOCITY OF APPROACH.

When there is an appreciable current towards the weir

the velocity of approach must be considered if accuracy
is required.

This subject is thoroughly discussed in Smith's Hy-
draulics. In the paper of Fteley and Stearns, before re-

ferred to, is given a description of a series of experiments
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and their conclusions from them. Any one wishing to

make extremely careful measurements is referred to the

above, and also to Francis* work on hydraulics,
" The

Lowell Experiments."
For ordinarily careful work Table No. 6 gives correc-

tions to add to the measured head before taking results

from the diagram. This table is based upon the coeffi-

cients given by Fteley and Stearns for weirs with and

without end contractions, and for different heads and

depths below the crest.

The mean velocity of approach is found by dividing

the approximate discharge over weir by the area of cross-

section of the channel. The head due to this velocity is

found by the formula h = when v mean velocity of
2g

approach and zg = 64.36.

The coefficients of Fteley and Stearns vary from 1.33,

to 1.87 for weirs without, and 1.88 to 2.42 for those with,

end contraction, and are used to multiply h as found

above, and the product is added to the measured head.

The method of using the table is as follows : Find the

discharge in cubic feet per second due to the measured

head from the diagram ;
divide this discharge by the

area of the cross-section of the channel, to find mean

velocity of approach ;* find the nearest number to ve-

locity as found in column i of Table No. 6, and oppo-
site it, under the column giving the conditions nearest

those of the case, find the correction in feet to be added

to the measured head
; finally, find on the diagram the

result due to the corrected head.

Example : What will be the discharge over a weir 4 ft.

long with end contraction and measured head of 0.6 ft. ?

* The velocity may also be obtained by observations with floats

or a current-meter.
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The channel is 6 ft. wide and 1.5 ft. deep = 9 sq. ft.

area, depth below crest i foot.

Corrected length = 4 (.2h or .12) = 3.88 ft.; the ap-

proximate discharge, from diagram No. 23, due to .6

head is 6 cu. ft. per second. Velocity of approach
= 6 -T- 9

= 0.667 feet Per second.
'

On Table No. 6, for

weirs with end contraction, opposite v = 0.7, and in

column for depth below crest = i foot and head of

0.60, find the correction = 0.013 ; add this to the

measured head, = 0.6 + 0.013 0.613.

Then, with corrected length = 4 2h = 3.877, the

discharge for corrected head of 0.613 6.2 cu. ft. per
second or 2780 gallons per minute.

Note. Fteley and Stearns give a diagram in the paper
referred to from which the head to be added for velocity

of approach can be taken directly, without first finding

the mean velocity. This diagram only applies to weirs

without end contraction.



CHAPTER VI.

FLOW OF WATER IN CHANNELS.

THE engineer meets many problems connected with

the flow of water in channels of other than circular

sections. There is such variety in the shape of these

sections that it is impracticable to construct diagrams
for any special forms, ranging as they do from an

egg-shaped sewer to a canal of trapezoidal section in

earth. Instead of trying to treat these forms (except

that of circular pipe-sewers) on special diagrams, a gen-

eral diagram is constructed which gives the values of

v =i velocity per second, s = slope or fall per 1000, and

r = hydraulic mean radius. When any two of these

three elements of the problem are known, the third can

be read from the diagram. Thus all problems of flow

in channels of any section can be readily solved.

The basis of these diagrams (Nos. 25 and 26) is the

Chezy formula: v = c(rsY'
z

,
as in the case of circular

pipes. For channels, however, the value of the coeffi-

cient c is found by Kutter's formula, which is

1.811 . . .00281 "1

+ 4..6+

\'
|

.oo28i-

all symbols having the meaning given in Chapter II.

44
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This formula seems better adapted to channels than

any other, on account of the different values that Kut-

ter gives to n corresponding with different degrees of

roughness of the surface of the channel. These values

are given in the following table :

VALUES OF IN KUTTER'S FORMULA.

Character of Surface. Value of .

Well-planed timber 0.009

Plastered with neat cement )

. . . , . > oio
Also glazed pipe j

Plastered with" mortar composed of one part sand

to three of cement on
Unplaned timber and uncoated C-I pipe 012

Ashlar and first-class brickwork .013

Second-class brickwork and well-dressed stone ... .015

Rubble in cement in good order 017
"

inferior condition, and very firm and

regular sides in gravel 020

Rivers and canals in good order, free from vegeta-

tion 025

Same, having stones and weeds occasionally 030
"

in bad condition, with much vegetation 035

There are two diagrams for channels : No. 25, for

those having surfaces corresponding to Kutter's n

.on and .013 ;
No. 26, for surfaces corresponding to

n = .025 and .030. On these diagrams the slope or fall

per 1000 is given by curves from the upper left hand
;

the hydraulic mean radius, or r, by a vertical scale on

each side; and the velocity, or v, by a horizontal scale.

'On diagram No. 25 the upper scale is for ;/ = .on and

the lower scale for n = .013 ;
on diagram No. 26 the
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upper scale is for n = .025 and the lower one for

n = .030.

For other values of n the following table gives the

percentage to use. These percentages are only a mean of

those for different slopes and values of /
; they are usu-

ally not more than two or three per cent in error. For

n = .015 and .017 and ,035 they are about 10 per cent

in error for values of r = . i and 4 ;
while for r = i they

are about 3 per cent in error for all slopes and values of

n. While it may not be considered that the table of

percentages gives a very close result in some cases, it

must be remembered that this is a subject that contains

a very uncertain factor in the value of n. It is probable
that the accuracy as given by the percentages is suffi-

cient for all practical purposes of design or computation.
When greater accuracy is desired, the reader is referred

to the table giving values of coefficient c in v c(rs)*/
2

in Hering and Trautwine's translation of
" The Flow of

Water," by Ganguillet and Kutter.* This gives the

results of Ganguillet and Kutter's formula for said co-

efficient, worked out for different slopes and values of r

and s.

TABLE GIVING PERCENTAGE OF v FOR DIFFERENT
VALUES OF .

For Diagram No. 25, upper scale

When n .009, multiply or divide v by 1.25

John Wiley & Sons.
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For diagram No. 26, upper scale.

When n = .020, multiply or divide v by 1.28
" n = .025,

' ' "
v

"
i.oo

" n = .030,
" " "

v "
.80

* = .035,
" " " ? "

.68

For other values of n than those given on diagrams :

When v and s are given, multiply v as found on the

diagram by the percentage in the table. When r and v

are given, divide v by the percentage before reading
result from the diagram.

N. B. Always use upper scale of diagram for values

of v when using percentages.

Explanation and Examples.

In using the diagrams, the hydraulic mean radius of

the channel, or r, must be calculated. When two of the

factors r, v, and s are known, the third can be found by

inspection of the diagrams, s is given as the fall in

1000.

CASE I. When r and s are given, to find v.

Example i: What will be the velocity in a rectangular
channel 6 ft. wide, 2 ft. depth of water, fall of 0.25 in

1000, with surface corresponding to n = .on ?

Find the value of r :

_^__ 6X2 _ f or find area and value

p 6 + 2 + 2 (
of r on Table No. 8.

On diagram No. 25, at the intersection of r = 1.2 and
s = 0.25 per 1000, find the value of v on upper scale

=
2.50.

If the discharge is required, Q = va = 2.50 X 12 = 30
cu. ft. per second.
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(a) If, in the above example, the surface corresponds

with n .013, the velocity will be found on the lower

scale, = 2.

(/;)
If the surface corresponds with n = .015, multiply

v, as found in Example i, by the percentage taken from

table on page 46, or v = 2.5 X .70 = 1.75.

Example 2: What will be the velocity in a canal of

trapezoidal cross-section, 10 ft. wide on the bottom, side

slopes 3 to i, depth of water 5 ft., s = 0.125 per 1000,

with surface corresponding to n = .030 ?

Find area and value of r for this section on Table

No. ii. Area = 125 ;
r = 3.01.

At intersection of r = 3.01 and s = 0.125, ^n(^ velocity

on lower scale, diagram No. 26, = 1.12 per sec.

CASE II. When r and v are given, to find s.

Example: What is the slope required in a rectangular

channel 6 ft. wide, with depth of water of i ft., surface

n = .013,to produce a velocity of 3 ft. per second ?

On Table No. 8 find area = 6 ft, r 0.75.

On diagram No. 25, at the intersection of r 0.75 and

v = 3, measured by lower scale, find the value of s = 1.02

per 1000.

If in the above example the surface corresponds
with n .020, what will be the required slope ?

First divide v by the percentage from the table on

page 47, for n = .020 = =
2.34.

1.28

At the intersection of r = 0.75 and v = 2.34, on upper
scale of diagram No. 26, find value of s = 2.80.

CASE III. When the quantity of water to be delivered

and the slope is given, to find the size and shape of the

channel.

The problem is met in this form in designing channels.

As v is involved in the quantity and area of the chan-
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nel, this form of the problem cannot be directly solved

by the diagram. Tables Nos. 7, 8, 9, 10, and n give the

width and depth of rectangular and trapezoidal channels

and diameters of circular ones, with areas and values of

r
t
and will, with the diagrams 25 and 26, facilitate the

solution of the above problem.

Example : What will be the width, depth, and velocity
of a rectangular channel, with slope of 0.5 in 1000 and
surfaces corresponding to n = .013, to deliver 30 cu. ft.

per second ?

It is evident that there are many combinations of

width and depth that will meet the conditions. A prefer-

ence may be had, however, for a certain approximate
width. Assume that to be 6 ft.; there will also probably
be a limit to the allowable velocity, say 3 ft.

This, with Q = 30, will set the minimum limit of area

at IQ ft. Therefore _ = 1.66 deep ; now, with

W = 6 and D = 1.66, r = approx. i.i from Table No. 8.

With r i.i and s = 0.5, v = 2.68, but with the above

area v must = 3. D must be increased
; try D = 1.80

;

then r approx. 1.13, area 10.8, v from diagram
= 2.70 ; 2.70 X 10.8 29.2 cu. ft. per second. If a

close design is required, a trifling change in D will give
the correct result.

In this way, by the use of the tables and diagrams, the

suitable size and shape of a channel is easily found.



CHAPTER VII.

PIPE-SEWERS.

THE discharge and velocity of pipe-sewers are given

on diagram No. 27 for sizes from 6 to 24 inches, when

running full
;
when running half full, velocity is the

same, and the discharge is one-half. This diagram was

constructed from Kutter's formula, and gives results for

two values of the coefficient n. The scale at the top of

the sheet gives the fall or slope in feet per 100 when
'=.oii. The scale at the bottom gives slope when

n = .013. The diameter of the sewer is given by curves

originating at the upper left-hand corner. The discharge

in gallons per minute is given by a vertical scale on the

right, and cubic feet per second by a vertical scale on

the left. The velocity in feet per second is given by
the broken curved lines.

EXPLANATION OF DIAGRAM.

CASE I. Size of pipe and slope per 100 ft. given, to

find velocity and discharge.

Example : What will be the discharge of a 10-inch

pipe-sewer, running full, with a slope of 0.48 per 100, with

surface corresponding to Kutter's n = .on ?

At the intersection of diameter = 10 inch and slope
= 0.48 per 100 taken on the upper scale, find the dis-

charge = 790 gallons per minute, or 1.78 cu. ft. per sec-

ond, with velocity
=

3.25.
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If in the above example the surface corresponds

with n = .013, use the lower scale for slope, and the

answer would be 650 gallons per minute
; velocity

= 2.60.

CASE II. The slope per 100 and required velocity or.

discharge being given, to find the size of the pipe.

Example: What size of pipe is required to secure a

velocity of 3 ft. per minute when the slope is 0.32 per-

100 and the surface corresponds with n .on ?

At the intersection of velocity = 3, and slope on the

upper scale =-
0.32, find next larger size of pipe = 12

inch.

If the required discharge is given instead of the ve-

locity, the method of solution is the same.

CASE III. Size of sewer and required velocity or dis-

charge given, to find fall per 100.

Example: What is the necessary fall in a 15-inch

sewer to produce a velocity of 2.5 ft. per second = dis-

charge 1375 gallons per minute, with surface correspond-

ing to n = .013 ?

At intersection of v 2.5 and diameter = 15 inch,

find value of fall read from the lower scale = 0.24.

Note. When it is required to find velocity more

closely than can be read from velocity-curves, it may be

done by reading the discharge instead and taking veloc-

ity from Table No. 2, which gives the number of gallons

for different velocities in the different diameters.

Note. For sizes of sewers, either pipe or brick, not

given on diagram No. 27 use table No. 7 to find area and

value of /, and solve problem by diagram No. 25 or 26,

using such value of n as the case requires.



CHAPTER VIII.

FIRE-STREAMS AND DISCHARGE OF NOZZLES.

IN designing pipe systems for fire-protection, it is

desirable to know the pressure or head required at the

hydrant to throw a stream to a given height, and the

quantity of water required for such stream.

Mr. John R. Freeman, M. Am. Soc. C. E., in a valua-

ble paper published in the Transactions of the Am. Soc.

of Civil Engineers, vol. xxi, describes and gives the

results of a great number of careful experiments made

by him upon the pressure and discharge of fire-streams.*

In this paper are tables giving the height and discharge

of fires-treams under various conditions of pressure,

length of hose, size and shape of nozzle, etc. Table

No. 13 in this book is compiled from Mr. Freeman's

tables and gives the head required at the hydrant to

deliver fire-streams through lengths of hose varying

from 50 to 500 ft.; the height to which 'the streams

reach, and the number of gallons per minute required for

each. The table gives the results for i-, i-J-, and i^-inch

smooth nozzles with the ordinary best quality of 2^-

inch rubber-lined hose.

* A similar paper by the same author with the same tables was

also published in the Journal of the N. E. Water-works Associa-

tion, March 1890.

52
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This table is intended for ready reference, and com-

prizes those sizes of nozzles in most common use. The

reader is referred to the paper mentioned above for more

extended tables and a discussion of the subject.

Discharge of Hose-nozzles. Diagram No. 31 is con-

structed from tables given in the paper referred to. It

gives the discharge of hose-nozzles through 50 and 100

ft. of 2^-inch ordinary best quality of rubber-lined hose,

and the head or pressure indicated by a gauge at the

hydrant.

The diagram may be used when the approximate

quantity of water delivered by a pump or flowing through

a pipe is to be found. Mr. Freeman says that when

the hose corresponds with the conditions of his tables

the results are close enough for practical purposes, and

when careful judgment is used to interpolate between

the values of rough and smooth hose, results within 5 per

cent can be obtained. The diagram only gives results

for ordinary best quality rubber-lined hose with the

inside smooth. When testing pumps or lines it is advis-

able to use that class of hose. Fifty feet of hose should

be used in preference to one hundred. Full curves on

diagram represent the size of the nozzles with 50 ft. of

hose; the dotted curves with 100 ft.

Diagram No. 32 gives the discharge of nozzles and

the head or pressure as indicated by a gauge at the base

of the play-pipe. In this case the effect of friction in

the hose is eliminated, and with smooth, true, carefully-

calibred nozzles very accurate results can be obtained.*

This diagram is constructed from the formula

v o(2gh)
T/2

, using o = 0.99.

* See paper on The Nozzle as an Accurate Water-meter, by

J. R. Freeman. Trans. Am. Soc. Civil Engineers, vol. xxiv, 1891.
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Mr. Freeman found this coefficient to be 0.995 as tne

result of his experiments.

On the diagram one curve represents two sizes of

nozzles, the larger just double the diameter of the smaller,

as f" and i*".

The scale of gallons is given for the smaller sizes; it

must be multiplied by four for the larger ones.



CHAPTER IX.

MISCELLANEOUS DIAGRAMS.

UNDER this head there are several diagrams that the

author has found useful in his practice, and that may be

called hydraulic diagrams.

HORSE-POWER.

Diagram No. 28. This diagram gives the horse-power

for falling water, and also the horse-power required to

raise water. The vertical scale at the right of the diagram

gives the quantity of water in cubic feet per second
;

that at the left gives the same in gallons per minute.

The horizontal scale at the top gives the horse-power as

represented by the total energy or 100$ efficiency; that

at the bottom gives the same with an efficiency of 75$,

or the amount usually taken as the efficiency of a good
water-wheel.

CASE I. When the quantity of water and effective

head are given to find the power.

Example : What is the total horse-power of 8.5 cu. ft.

per second with an effective head on wheel of 13 ft. ? At

intersection of cu. ft. per sec. = 8.5 and head = 13, find

value of horse-power as read on upper scale = 12.6.

(a) In the above example what would be the effective

power from a wheel with an efficiency of 75$ ? The

answer, read from the lower scale, = 9.4 horse-power.
55
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CASE II. Power required to pump water.

When the quantity to be pumped and the total head

to be pumped against are given to find the effective

horse-power required.

Example : What is the power required to pump 2000

gallons per minute against a total head on the purnp of

150 ft. ?

Answer taken from upper scale = 76 horse-power.

DISCHARGE OF SINGLE PUMPS

DIAGRAM No. 29.

This diagram is designed to give the capacity of recip-

rocating pumps or pumping-engines, either single, duplex,

or triplex. The horizontal scale at the top and bottom

of the sheet gives the capacity in gallons per minute;

the horizontal scale between the two parts of the diagram

gives the revolutions per minute. The vertical scale on

the sides gives the piston-speed in feet per minute. The

oblique lines radiating from the upper left-hand corner

give the diameters of pistons and plungers in inches.

Those from the upper right-hand corner give the length

of stroke in inches.

The upper part of the diagram is for the smaller sizes

of pumps, and the lower part for the larger ones. The

diagrams are designed for single pumps with double-

acting pistons or plungers. For duplex double-acting

pumps multiply the discharge, as taken from the diagram,

by 2. For triplex single-acting pumps multiply by i.

CASE I. Given the diameter of plungers and piston-

speed to find the discharge.

Example i: WT

hat is the capacity of a single-acting

pump with a piston 10" in diameter and a piston-speed

of 80 feet per minute, diameter of piston-rod 2 inches ?
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At the intersection of lines representing the above

values of speed and diameter find the discharge as fol-

lows:

Discharge of 10" plunger, 80' piston-speed = 326 gallons

Less 1/2 discharge of 2" rod at same

piston-speed, from diagram, = ^ =
7

"

Total, 319
"

(a) If the above were a duplex pump, multiply by 2:

319 X 2 = 638 gallons per minute.

When the length of stroke and revolutions per minute

are given instead of piston-speed, first find, at the inter-

section of line representing the number of revolutions

with that of length of stroke, the line representing piston-

speed, and follow this line to its intersection with that of

the given diameter, and read the discharge at that point
as before.

Example 2: What is the discharge of a duplex pump
with i2-inch plungers and 1 8-inch stroke at 35 revolu-

tions per minute, diameter of piston-rod 3 inches ?

At the intersection of 35 revolutions and i8-inch

stroke find piston-speed (107 ft.) ; follow this to

intersection of 1 2-inch diameter and there read gallons

= 620 gals, per min.

Less one half rod same speed = -4/ = 20
" " "

Total, 600 " " "

As it is a duplex pump, multiply by 2 = 1200 gallons.

CASE II. When the required discharge and piston-

speed are known, to find the diameter of plunger.

Example i: What size of plunger is necessary in a

duplex pump to discharge 4000 gallons per minute; the
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piston-speed not to exceed 130 ft., diameter of rod 3?
inches ?

As it is a duplex pump, first divide 4000 by 2

= 2000 -f- loss caused by 1/2 rod at given speed, or ^
= 2033 gallons. At the intersection of 2033 gallons and

130 ft. piston-speed find the nearest diameter given on

the diagram, which is 20 inches. Then 20-inch diameter

delivering 2033 gallons =127 ft. piston-speed. On the

line representing this speed find the intersection of the

length of stroke desired, and read the number of revolu-

tions from the proper scale.

In the above case, if the stroke is 30 inches, the number

of revolutions will be 25.5.

COAL KEQUIRED IN PUMPING ONE MILLION GALLONS OF

WATER.

DIAGRAM No. 30.

This diagram is designed to give the weight of coal

consumed in pumping-plants of different duties to raise

one million gallons of water to various heads from o to

250. The head in feet is given on the horizontal scale.

The duty is given by oblique lines from the upper left-

hand corner. The weight of coal in net tons of 2000 Ibs.

is given on the vertical scale on the left, and the same in

gross tons of 2240 Ibs. on the right.

The following examples will be sufficient explanation

of the use of the diagram.

Example i: What weight of coal will be consumed in

a pumping-plant capable of a duty of 60 million ft.-lbs.

per 100 Ibs. of coal to raise one million gallons of water

against 150 ft. head?

At the intersection of 60 millions duty and 150 ft. head

find weight of coal = 1.04 net tons or o 92 gross tons.
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Example 2: What is the duty of a pumping-plant that

raises one million gallons of water for 2.3 net tons of coal

consumed against a total head of 200 ft. ? At intersection

of 2.3 tons and 200 ft. head find duty = 36 millions

approximately.
If problems of higher duties than 100 million are to be

solved, divide the duty by some number, find answer for

the quotient, and divide weight of coal found by same

number.

Example : How much coal is required to pump one

million gallons against a head of 175 feet with machinery

capable of a duty of 125 million? Divide 125 million

by 5
= 25 million; this with head of 175 will require 2.60

gross tons; this divided by 5
=

.52 tons, answer for 125

million duty.

Reverse the process to find duty when coal is given.
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TABLE No. 1.

TABLE OF U. S. GALLONS PER MINUTE AND THEIR
EQUIVALENTS.



TABLES.

U. S. GALLONS AND THEIR EQUIVALENTS.
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TABLE No. 2.

GIVING DISCHARGE OF CIRCULAR PIPES RUNNING FULL IN
GALLONS PER MINUTE FOR DIFFERENT VELOCITIES.



TABLES.

DISCHARGE OF CIRCULAR PIPES FOR DIFFERENT
VELOCITIES. Continued.
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DISCHARGE OF CIRCULAR PIPES FOR DIFFERENT
VELOCITIES. Continued



TABLES.

TABLE No. 3.

TABLE OF 11/6 AND 6/11 POWERS.
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TABLE No. 4.

COEFFICIENTS FOR LOSS OF HEAD BY FRICTION
IN OLD PIPE-LINES.

TABLE No. 5

COEFFICIENTS OF DISCHARGE IN OLD PIPE-LINES.

Velocity,
Feet
per

Second.

I

2

3

4

6

8

9
10

Age of Pipe in Years.



TABLES. 6 7

TABLE No. 6.

GIVING CORRECTIONS IN FEET TO BE ADDED TO HEAD
ON THIN-CREST WEIRS FOR VELOCITY OF APPROACH.

WITHOUT END CONTRACTIONS.

Depth ofBottom of Channel below Crest.

WITH END CONTRACTIONS.
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TABLE No. 7.

GIVING AREA AND VALUE OF r OF CIRCULAR CHANNELS
RUNNING FULL.
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TABLE No. 9.

CHANNELS OF TRAPEZOIDAL SECTION. SIDE SLOPES 1 TO 1.

GIVING AREA AND VALUES OF r.
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TABLE No. 10.

CHANNELS OF TRAPEZOIDAL SECTION. SIDE SLOPES 2 TO

GIVING AREA AND VALUES OF r.
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TABLE No. 11.

CHANNELS OF TRAPEZOIDAL SECTION. SIDE SLOPES 3 TO 1.

GIVING AREA AND VALUES OF r.



TABLES.

TABLE No. 12.

CONVERSION TABLE OF PRESSURE IN POUNDS AND HEAD
IN FEET.
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